The Newest siren controller offering from Sentry Siren is simply named the G2. A variation of the G3, our flagship siren controller, the G2 provides users with the simplicity of landline telephone based activation. Simply call the siren’s specific telephone number, enter your security code, then tell the siren what you’d like it to do. Easy.

A true downside of traditional, wireless siren controllers is the requirement for complex network of codes, radio frequencies, timing, reception tests, etc. Our goal was to provide a simpler option. One that didn’t require antennas, dedicated frequencies, or consoles to encode signals. The result was the Generation 2 siren controller.

Ease of use was pinnacle when designing the timing functions of the G2. If the user doesn’t like the current on/off time the siren performs, a few simple button pushes will allow infinite adjustment. There is just no need to pay for a technician to make such simple adjustments. The G2 comes completely programmed from the factory, so when the user installs the controller, it’s ready to go. Ask your salesperson for details.

Simple, Easy, Effective, Every Time...